Live Training Offerings

FOUNDATIONS:
POWER PIVOT & POWER BI
Acquire industrial-strength skills for
conquering an unlimited spectrum of
analytical, reporting, and modeling needs.

Live Training Offerings

Two Days that Will Change Your Life (and Business!)
THE WORLD’S MOST EFFECTIVE BI TOOLSET IS ALSO:
The most cost-effective — you probably already own it!
The quickest to learn — it’s built on tools you already know.
The best BY FAR — it will revolutionize your business in
short order. We promise!

Register Now
Only

$1399

TWO DAYS IN OUR CLASS AND YOU ARE EMPOWERED!

Online:

Taught by Rob Collie — PowerPivotPro Founder, Best-

https://ppvt.pro/2kcOG1Y

•

Selling Author, and Consultant.
•

Draws on his two decades of working with Excel and
business users.

•

You don’t need to be an IT professional—most of our
students come from an Excel background.

Email:
training@powerpivotpro.com

Phone:
+1 800.503.4417

Who should attend?
•

Intensive users of Excel, particularly those responsible for
reporting and analysis.

•

Business leaders who need to mine their data for actionable
insight – using existing resources and on short deadlines.

•

Organizations looking to leverage Microsoft’s
groundbreaking PowerBI offerings.

•

Business Intelligence and Database professionals looking to
increase their professional agility and dramatically expand
their capabilities.

If you use Excel
more than 6
hours per week,
you will benefit
from this course.
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Class Agenda
FOUNDATIONS: POWER PIVOT & POWER BI

DAY 1
•

•

•

•

•

•

WHEN AND WHY TO USE
THE “POWER TOOLS”
TOUR OF THE
ENVIRONMENTS
LOADING DATA

WORKING WITH MULTIPLE
TABLES

INTRO TO FORMULAS AND
DAX
THE MAGIC OF CALCULATED
FIELDS (MEASURES)

DAY 2
•

EXCEL’S HIDDEN GEMS
UNVEILED

•

POWER QUERY

•

POWER BI DESKTOP

•

POWERBI.COM AND
SHAREPOINT

•

“POWER PATTERNS”

•

PERFORMANCE
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powerpivot(pro)
YOUR INSTRUCTOR
Rob Collie spent fourteen years at

What past students
have said…

Microsoft designing and building
functionality for the Excel audience,

“I cannot imagine work
without the things I’ve
learned about Power
Pivot in this course.”

spanning from Excel 2003 to Power
Pivot itself. He designed most of
the v1 Power Pivot for Excel
experience, as well as many

-- E. Lim
“This curriculum is
unique and very
valuable. Actually
priceless. Big thank you.”
-- R. Abay
“I really appreciate your
attention to detail and
your unassuming
approach. Mind blowing
stuff! My life will be so
much easier now.”

aspects of Excel PivotTables.
Since leaving Microsoft in early 2010, Power Pivot and Power BI
have been Rob’s entire focus – writing the world’s most popular
Power Pivot blog and best-selling Power Pivot books, running
the world’s first Power Pivot hosting service, and building
hundreds of industrial-strength Power Pivot models and reports
for industries including Retail, CPG, Pharma, Construction, and
Energy . In addition, Rob has trained thousands of people in
Power Pivot and Power BI in person, remotely, and via his
Online Video Training.

-- Guruprasad D.
“The content in this
course is super
accessible, so retention is
high … Worth Every
penny.”
-- J. Hoffner

Rob is known for his down-to-earth,
human teaching style which makes
difficult concepts easy to understand.
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More Class Info…
FOR ATTENDING POWER PIVOT & POWER BI YOU GET:
•

“Zero to sixty” on Power Pivot, Power BI, and Power Query

•

Not just the “hard” skills, but also the “soft” stuff (when and
why to use it, how to get the best results for your
organization, etc.)

•

Full-color copy of our 2nd edition book (plus eBook version)

•

Spiral-bound reference cards

•

Thumbdrive with all class materials and future exercises

Prerequisites

Register Now
Only

$1399
Online:
https://ppvt.pro/2kcOG1Y

Email:
training@powerpivotpro.com

SUGGESTED EXPERIENCE
•

Light usage of Excel PivotTables (or similar data analysis tools)

•

Familiarity with Excel functions like SUMIF and VLOOKUP are a

Phone:
+1 800.503.4417

plus
•

A passion for acquiring Data Superpowers

(Note: Persons with Database, BI, Programming, or similar
experience are quite qualified to take this course, even if lacking
in Excel experience)

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
•

A laptop is required for this course (PCs not provided)

•

Excel 2010, 2013, or 2016 and Power Pivot add-in already
installed and enabled

•

Power BI Desktop Installed

•

4 GB or greater RAM

•

64-bit Excel preferred

Have several
participants?
Run this course at
your company.

